
 
 
Why travel insurance? 
 
On our group holidays The Travel Broker Group strongly recommends that our travellers purchase out-of-
country medical coverage and cancellation coverage.  
 
Why Medical coverage?  

 If you fall sick, you won’t pay a potentially large 

medical bill. 

 You’ll have assistance services – in your own 

language – to locate a suitable medical facility 

and arrange transportation.  And, while our 

escort will do everything he/she can to help, 

travel plans for the rest of our group have to be 

considered. 

 
Why Trip Cancellation and Trip Interruption coverage? 

 These days cancellation charges play a large part 

– in most cases, airfares must be paid when 

booked and are non-refundable. 

 Hotels and other suppliers charge cancellation 

fees the closer you get to departure.   

 Many policies include trip interruption – 

refunding you the unused portion of a trip in the 

event that you have to return home; maybe 

sickness in the family, a house fire or any other 

major disaster. 

 Trip cancellation and interruption coverage 

protects you when you need to cancel for any 

one of the numerous insurable reason

We can help book travel insurance 

Why book through The Travel Broker Group? 

 We can find the coverage that best fits your 

needs to help ensure your peace of mind. 

 We have long relationships with several 

insurance carriers. 

 We offer insurance to protect your money from 

cancellation charges and also coverage for 

medical expenses at destination. 

 People are trending toward booking their travel 

further in the future, so travel insurance has 

become more important than ever. 

 We work for you - because we’re not an 

insurance company, we’re only interested in 

getting you the best coverage at the best price. 

 
For a number of years The Travel Broker Group has dealt with TIPS Travel Insurance and we find them 
competitively priced, prompt and reasonable in their handling of claims.   To find out more, to receive a quote 
or to buy a policy, contact TIPS. 
 

https://www.getreliable.com/direct/login.aspx?ag=%7baa44763e-5c58-4404-9132-2b2b0fa3bf92%7d

